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Abstract 
Skrzipek, M.-R., Orthogonal polynomials for modified weight functions, Journal of Computational and 
Applied Mathematics 41 (1992) 331-346. 
We consider the problem of generating orthogonal polynomials. Starting with a measure dw and a sequence 
{P,}fl E mi,, of orthogonal polynomials belonging to it, we generate a sequence {P,“@)>, E N,, of polynomials which 
are orthogonal with respect to @ dw. For each Pi@‘) we obtain two kinds of representations. We assume firstly 
that Qi is a rational function and generalize the method for nonrational functions. 
Keywords: Orthogonal polynomials; Fourier- and Christoffel-Fourier-representation; modification of the 
weight function. 
1. Introduction 
Integrals of the fur-m 
are often 
Z&f):=lf(x)C(x) dx, 6(x)>O for XEZCR, 
I 
solved approximately with a Gaussian quadrature formula 
Mf) N i qAf(x!$* 
v=l 
Here, the xi:) are the zeros of a polynomial P,, deg Pn = n, which is orthogonal on I 
with respect to 6 to all polynomials of degree less than n. 
In applications 6 may describe for example the density of frequences (cf. [17]) or the optical 
absorption spectrum of atoms [ct. is]). This motivates us to study the effects of changing 6 to 
an in I nonnegative function Cp for the original system. 
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ilar problem appears in the study of the motion of atoms ic solids (cf. [ 16]), where 6 is 
very complicated or only approximately knowu. In this case @ is usually approximated by 
e function @ to get an appropriate model for handling this problem. 
en calculating &,Jf) numerically with a Gaussian quadrature formula, 
U=l 
we need the zeros x,.~ (@I of a polynomial PA@) which is orthogonal on I with respect 
l~~omials of degree less than n. Hence we formulate the following problem. 
to @ to all 
Let dm be an integrable measure which is nonnegative on i E R and whose moments 
A? d&Cl exist for r = 0, 1,. . . with pLu > 0, and { Pn}nEN,, a given sequence of 
c) polynomials, deg Pfl = n, so that P,, is orthogonal on I with respect to do on 
the space l7,8 _1 of (algebraic) polynomials with highest degree n - 1. 
We want to get a sequence {Pi”‘,, E %,, of polynomials, deg Pi@) = n, orthogonal on I 
with respect to cf, do on J’&_+ Here we assume that @ do is so constituted, that the 
unknown polynomials PA@) exist. 
ost procedures for solving this problem use the property that orthogonal polynomials 
satis@ a three-term recurrence 
P:?‘(r) = 0, P;@“(x) = A$f” # 0, 
Pi‘$(r) = ((I:% + bA‘@‘)P,“@‘(x) -c!@‘P$f’,(x), n E N,. 
(1 1) . 
Using the known recurrence of the { P,}nE No9 one usually calculates the coefficients a;?), bi@‘, 
cyy k = 0. 1, I.. , in the recurrence formula of the P,(@), n E N, (cf. [4] and the references given 
there). 
These procedures have the disadvantage that changing the normalization of a single PJ@) can 
change all recurrence coefficients, although the property of orthogonality remains unchanged. 
If the recurrence coefficients of two sequences of orthogonal polynomials are calculated 
numerically, it is often difftcult to decide whether the polynomials are distinguished only by a 
normalization or not. 
If only the recurrence coefficients of the Pi@), n = 0, 1,. . . , are known, the evaluation of 
these polynomials can only be done recurrently and becomes inefficient for large n or if we 
want to evaluate P,‘@‘(x) for different values of x. Furthermore, a small perturbation of some 
recurrence coefficients can falsify the exact value of P,(“)(x) very much. These facts turn our 
interest to a nonrecurrence representation of P,‘“! 
If @ is a rational function of the form 
we write cim-*] instead of f’@. &cause P, and P, [“-o] differ at most by a nonzero factor, we can 
assume P, = Pi”*Ot Beside the Fourier-expansion 
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P$‘*‘] can be represented in the form 
1 ?I + 171 
p~m*‘l = z- 
c Pz’;?p,, 
m ~=h--lIA 
(1 3) . 
with (n - 1)+:= max(n - I, 0). We call this representation, which is due to a generalization of a 
theorem of Christoffel (cf. [7,15]), the Christoffel-Fourier-expansion for PA”*‘] with respect to 
(P,,, E No’ and the &,,I [mu’] the Christoffel-Fourier-coefficients belonging to it. Independently of n 
there appear in the denominator on the right-hand side in (1.3) at most m + i + 1 terms in the 
sum. This makes (1.2) interesting for large m and I and (1.3) for large values of n. 
2. Multiplication of the weight by a polynomial 
Let t,,(I) be the set of functions which are in I square Lebesgue-Stieltjes-integrable with 
respect to o, and 
( - ; >,: L,.wW ” LZ.“W + R 
(f, g) * (f9 A:= 
For a given polynomial @,,, E l7,,,, deg am = m, cP,< x ) 3 0 for all x E I, we write 
m+n 
pp@m = C G~~~O1p~ ( cr.1 Ztn’*‘l=O for@m+u, u<n . 1 
p=o 
From 
n+m 
c /g$)lp* = p;‘“J’I@m = c 
y=n ’ 
it follows that 
n 
c $fn ,ol,[m 81 = 0, forp=Q,l,..., n-l, CL-V u,n 
v=o i piIn 4 p,n 9 for p =n, n-k l,..., y2 4-m. 
With a,,,,, := ( pp, P$Dm), = t Pp, p,)oa-;m;ol and . 
,Wl := ( a[omnOl, apiOl, . . . , (y[fnJQ)T, 
n * . n,n 
0 ,...,I1 - 1 
we get the system of linear eqrl&ions 
A &M = pyJu, 
m,n n (2.1) 
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(0) and define A := ( Pj,, P,,>,&$? we 
i.e., as a A-fold of the last column of ( A’!&)- *. 
emem 2.1. lfAt8!,a = L, R, is an L U-decomposition of A$!n and 
obtain ~!~.O] as the uniquely 
fork=0 ,..., n Mpith an arbitrariry given A E IFB \ (0). 
Proof. Without loss of generality we assume that the diagonal elements of L, 
sing (2.2) we have 
Because RR 1V 0 < k G n, xe pnnciilal submatrices of R,; ‘, the 
k =O,....n, are preserved in R;‘. q 
(2 2 
. 
l , 
have the value 1. 
Fourier-coefficients of Pkm.ol, 
Without loss of generalitf we choose A = 1 in the following. Using Theorem 2.1 we get the 
Christoffel-Fourier-coefficients from 
0 
. . 
. . 
. . 
@I$,“! 
. 
pbyO1 
n.1. 
. . 
. . 
. . 
, 0 pb4 m +n.n 
\ 
( 1 = diag (po,po)” ‘0 
f 
The choicp of the IN-decomposition influences the normalizations of the orthogonal 
1 L 
ii 1 
--__--_- 
.’ (Pm+,,Pm+,)” A$‘,R,’ ’ . 
lynomials. Since A:!, is positive definite, a Cholesky decomposition, using the band-struc- 
re of A(:!,, is suitable to obtain R,, respectively L, = RT. In this case in Theorem 2.1 the 
polynomials P~m’o], k = 0,. . . , n, are orthonomzalized with respect to em dGc) [8]. 
ez,, e, >, = &+ TT %,L, = 0 for all r E No, then we obtain P,( -x) = ( - l)“P,(x) and 
-xl = ( - l)RP~ni.ol(~), Vn E No, x E [w [1, p.211, and the algorithm given in this section 
can be “compressed”. 
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From (1.2) and (1.3) with 1 = 0, using the symmetry given above, it follows that 
c&‘,*~~] = 0,
u.t1 
if Y + n = 1 mod 2, v = 0, . . . , 11, 
~~m’ol=O, 
We assume firstly n 
if p -i-n = 1 mod 2, p =n ,..., m +n. 
= 2k for a k E No. Then in the system (2.2) the columns 1, 3,. . . ? n - 3, 
n - 1 of A!!,),, and the first, third,. . . ,(n - 0th component of c@*‘] can be suppressed. The 
same can be’done with the rows 1, 3,. . . , rz - 3, n - 1 of A$ and the corresponding compo- 
nents of the vector on the right-hand side in (2.2). Then we obtain 
ao.0 ao.2 l l l %,n-2 a,,,, 
a2.0 02.2 ..* a2m-2 a 2.N 
. . . . 
. . . . 
. . . . 
a n- 2.0 a,_,., 9 l l a,,-2.,,-2 Q,l-2,,l 
a n .o a n.2 me* a n.n-2 a n .I1 
[ ,n .O] 
aO.ll 
[ ,,I ,q 
a2,11 
. . . 
CY~~y,, 
&?l.dl 
,l .I1 
= 
Using an LU-decomposition of the coefficient-matrix &!,, = i, d,, I?, ’ = (Tv,j)v,i=o,. __ ,k, of 
this system of linear equations, it follows with the same argumentation as at the beginning of 
this section that 
j=O, l,...,+n = k, A E R\(O). 
If $),, arises from A!:),, by suppressing the columns 1, 3,. . . , n - 1 and the first, third,. . . , 
(m - 1)th row, then we obtain as in the general situation (with A = 1) 
(I%;:%), =o ,..., (I?1 +n~/2.v=0 ,.... n/2 
-----m-e 
Analogously we can proceed in the case n = 2k + 1, k E No, where we have to suppress the 
rows and columns with even indices in A,,,,. 
In the situation described here, the sequences { Pyi’ol}k E N,, and { P&$$ E No can be calculated 
independently from each other, and the appearing matrices have half as much rows and 
columns as the matrices we get by the general calculation of’ the {Pi”‘“‘>, EN,,. This is 
advantageous if n is very large or we use a computer with parallel architecture. 
3. Dividing the weight by a polynomial 
Let 4, E IIt, deg 4, = I, be a polynomial which has no zeros in the interior of I and does not 
change the sign there. Zeros at the boundary of I are allowed if the moments p[ko*‘] :=
j,xk/&(d do(x) exist for k = 0, I,. . . . In this section we want to determine the polynomials 
n 
p[W = 
n c 
arPJlp 
VJl v’ 
v=(n-I), 
which are orthogonal on I with respect to do/+,. 
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ginning with an idea of [lo] we formulate an algorithm which yields for n > I the unknown 
W1 by an I-term recurrence formula. 
We assume that the quantities ii,,,,, of 
On the other hand, we can expand qb,P,* in terms of the unknown P$@‘], 
g the coefficients of both expansions we get after some calculations 
I 0, O<j<(n-I),, 
j+r 
CP ~.~~~~I . 
RI re k=n * - 
j= (n -l)+,...,n - 1, 
= . 
n+l 
cs ~*~ix~$ . j=n ,..., n 4-l. 
Hence we obtain 
j+r- 1 
Qj.n - CP [LO] [OJ] knajk 
pB.q = A;z_n * * 
j’8_lL p’.f] T 
aj.jt 1 
j= (n - l)+,...,n - 1, 
for n 2 1 (for n = 0 this step does not take place); 
(3) 
m n 
cyy;il = 
k=j 
. &!ff n 
, j=n ,..., n+!-1. 
. 
From this we get 
Ia+1 
pw = n+l c c~lyo;2\,P~, n 2 0. . 
v=n 
The appearing denominators are always distinct from zero. To avoid unnecessary round-off 
errors in step (31, the normalization in step (2) should be chosen so that the absolute value of 
becomes not too small. If we take, e.g., a?& +/ := ( P,,,, P,&,),, we can replace step (3) 
n+f- 1 
C Ps;‘fj$il 
k=j ' l 
I 
(P,+/, Pn+r)wr j =n,. ..,n + 1- 1. 
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If we want to calculate Pr!) for n = 0, I, 2,. . . , it is recommendable - especially for large 
values of n + I - to renormalize P!‘I;‘,] after step (3) to get L$$+, = 1. This avoids too small 
denominators in step (1) when we repeat the algorithm for increasing II. 
To carry out step (l), we need the Fourier-coefficients $‘/I, k = n, . . . , j + I - 1, j = 
(n -l)+,...,n - 1, and the Christoffel-Fourier-coefficients #;$I,. . . , #.f’/,, for n < 1. 
To get the polynomials Pi’*‘], k = 0,. . . , n + I, we determine firstly the Fourier-coefficients of 
Pie*‘] with respect to the { Pp}F EN,, as well as the quantities &!I, u = k, . . . , I - 1, k = 0,. . . , I - 1, 
and calculate then Pi’*‘] for k = I,. . . , IZ + I with the steps given above. 
Thus we begin with a Cholesky-decomposition of 
Mysovskih [S] has shown that the ic th column of Ri_!‘, contains the Fourier-coefficients a$], 
u = 0, 1, 2,.. ., k, of the orthonormalizen polynomials Pi’*‘], k = 0,. . . , I - 1. Hence we get 
p!'.,"' = 
( P[O*'l, Pk >, w 
‘. l La 
= ( Pyl, Pk >, = ( i LyrilPj, Pk >, = @f?:!‘( ‘k 9 ‘k )CtJ 9 
( prw, pWl_ j=O 
v v 4 
for u=k,..., . I - 1 But the quantities c&?“.l h.h ,  . . , c$;/! I are calculated just before. 
4. An algorithm for calculating {P~mvrl), ENo 
In this section we want to use the results of the last two sections to get the polynomials PL’n*‘l 
which are on I orthogonal with respect to @,J& do. 
Using the algorithm from Section 2 we get firstly 
( 1‘) 4. , 
Then, using the algorithm from Section 3, we get the Fourier-coefficients &~$l of Pi’*‘] with 
respect to Ppq’*, k = 0,. . . , n. With (4.1) we obtain 
and 
1 n k + tn 
p,ftn.ll = _& C &f)il C pl(?Olp,, 
. . 
m k=(tr -I)+ v=k 
1 tn+n min(v.n) 
=- 
@ 
c c 
m v=(tt -I)+ k=max((v-tn),.(tt-I)+) 
Summarizing we have the following theorem. 
m 4.1. The Forrrier- and Christoffel-Forrvier-coeffScients of P~“‘*‘l with respect to {P& E N,, 
minb.n) 
, v = (n -l),,...,m +n. 
Beside this strategy we can firstly expand P$n*rl in terms of the P$)*‘], Y = (11 - I) +, . . . , n, and 
ate then the representations ( 1.2) and (1.3). But then there appear integrals with 
lynomial integrands 
@m 
(PB!Y Pr-dlr)_. LJ=O . . . . . n, p =0 ,..., m +n. 
c 
Furthermore, in this case the algorithm can terminate prematurely if +r has zeros at the 
undary of I. That are reasons to prefer the strategy given in Theorem 4.1. Now we sketch the 
algorithm to calculate the Fourier- and Christoffel-Fourier-coefficients cf Pi’“*‘], k = 0,. . . , n. 
Step 1. Determination of the Fourier- and Christoffel-Fourier-coefficients of P~m~O], j = 
0 . . . . , n + I, with respect to ( Pk}k E vb,,. 
( 1 A. 11 Initialize 
with _At!m_, E Rnr’.ncl, A!$_, E Rrn*““. 
t 1 .A.2) d,, := l. P,, P,>,, u = 0,. . . , m + n + 1. 
(1.B) Determine an LU-decomposition cf At!n+r := LntlR,,+,. 
(1.0 Define (cY\~~~)~~=~ . v-... n+l := R;!,. 
(laD) (B~~")~=O_.__.m+n_Cl.k=Ll.....ntl'= diag i,msa, d 
i 0 --y(~~~~;~rJ- 
Step 2. Determination of &FL], Y = 0,. . . , p, p = 0,. . . , n. 
(2.A) With h := mint II, I - 1) calculate a Cholesky-decomposition of 
(2.B) Define (&[‘*‘I) _ u.p V./L-O .._.. h := R, ‘* 
If n 2 I, then carry out for q = 0,. . . , n -I the steps (2.C), (25). 
(2.0 If q < I, then define for v = q, . . . , I - 1: 
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(2.D) Use steps (l)-(3) of the algorithm in Section 3 to calculate the Christoffel-Fourier- 
coefficients @f/,,, j = (q - I),, . . ,q - 1, of Pr*O] with respect to {P[“‘*‘l& E v and determine 
the Fourier-coefficients L$!$,. j = YJ, . . . , q + I - 1, of P$!!;] with res;ect to { @‘r’*oj),,__. ,? +,. 
Step 3. Use Theorem 4.1 to determine the Fourier- and Christoffel-Fourier-coefficients of 
PF*‘l, 77 = 0,. . . , n, with respect to {P& EN,,. 
The algorithm suggested here calculates as well the Fourier- as the Christoffel-Fourier-zoef- 
ficients of Pr*‘l, 7 = 0,. . . , n. it becomes simpler if we are only interested in one kind of 
representation of Pr*‘l. 
If the recurrence coefficients of the Pv, 1' = 0,. . . , n + I, are known, we can reduce the 
number of integrations, and the initialization (1.A.l) is recurrent, too (cf. [3]). With a _ i,i := 0, 
j=O,..., n, and given initial values a,,,j, ai,,,, j = 0,. . . , n, the elements a, k, v= ii,...,n, 
k =v , . . . , n, of the band-matrix A$,, can be calculated in a recursive scheme. Applying the 
recursion (1.1) twice, we have 
Qv- 1 akb,,- 1 - a,,- ,bk a v- lck 
a v.k = -a,,- I.k+ I + + -a 
ak ak 
av- 1.k 
ak 
v- l.k- 1 -~w-law_2,ka 
Since A!!),, is symmetric, it is completely determined, and the Fourier-coefficients of P/“*‘], 
j = 0,. . . , h, can be calculated. A similar formula is valid for the matrix $$, in (2.A). 
if we are interested in the Christoffel-Fourier-coefficients, we need the a!,,, aj,n, j = n + 
1 , . . . , m + n, and both last rows of A$,, to determine A’,:),, with the recursion of the av,k given . 
above. 
If rz 2 I, we need for 77 = 0,. . . , rz the coefficients a”k,,l of 
a+1 rl+l 
k=O j=O 
in (2.D). If the Fourier-coefficients yj 77 are known, the orthogonality of the p”i yields . 
for k = 0,. . . , q + I, q = 0,. . . f n. Because we get the products @~;t*“]( Pi, Pj), immediately from 
(l.A.2). (l.D), we need no further integrations. 
Except from the initial phase (2.A) in Step 2, there appear only polynomial integrands. 
Hence, using Gaussian quadrature formulas with respect to do, we are apart from step (2.A) 
able to integrate exactly Furthermore, a more detailed examination of the algorithm shows 
that many steps can be calculated in parallel manner [13]. 
From the Fourier- and Christoffel-Fourier-representation we obtain further relations if we 
insert, e.g., the Christoffel-Fourier-representations of P,, and r,jm~‘] into each other. 
Exzmple 1. For x E IR the Chebyshev-polynomials have the following Christoffel-Fourier-ex- 
pansions: 
T,,(x) = i(U,,(x) -. Q_2(x)), n b 2, 
T,,(x) - T,,+z(x) 
W) = - 2(1 -x2) ’ 
n 20. 
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E.I . . we get for II 2 2: 
! -s")T,(x) =2T,(x)- T,&)- T,,_,(x). 
vs relation is valid for the Chebyshev-polynomials of the second kind. Hence we get 
9 further recurrence relations: 
2)T,(x) - T,+,(x), 
2Wx.4 - K-2W- 
g 4a IW: for m + a; modifying tbe weigbt witb a nonrational fhctioo 
Let Q, be a real-va&d nonnegative function on I, so that 
n =o, 1,2,..., which are on Z orthogonal with respect to Q, dw, 
e 
be expanded in Z as an uniformly convergent series in terms of the Pp: 
alogously to Section 2 WIQ seek a representation of Pp"l in the form 
e given conditions qzoj$ 1 ~“.“P converges for all n E No uniformly on I.) Ir 
Let qn-i En,_, be chosen arbitrarily. By the orthogonality of the Pv with respect to dw in 
Z we obtain 
0 = ~$~FIP,(x)~~-~(x) do(x). 
#A=0 f 
Ifwe choose qn__* =Pk, k=n - l,...,O, we get 
0 =s:L”j,<p,_,9 p,_*L, . 
O=@gy(Po, PO>,. 
cause CP,, PV),#O, Y=O, 1,2 ,..., we have fit:]= l . . =&?‘/.,=O. 
With analogous considerations as in the case 9 = !Pm E ZZm we get the “infinite” system of 
ear equations 
Qo.0 l - l a0.?l 
. . 
. . 
. 
a . . . n.0 a,., 
a . . . n+1.0 a nt1.n 
. . 
. . 
\ . . 
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a& .P :=(p,, P,Q)),, v=O,...,n, k=O, 1,2 ,...) 
Given an arbitrary p,., P.Ol E R\(O), h := @r;!Q( P,, P,),, we get (Y?~] as the uniquely determined 
solution of the following system of linear equations: 
I 
ao.0 l l l aO,n ’ 'Oj . . . . . . a["-ol = i _ 
n 
a 
l ** n.0 a n.n 0 
i I \A/ 
The knowledge of cujl”‘O] renders the possibility to determine pan], pr$)!],,, . . . and to approxi- 
mate @Pro] arbitrarily exact by E,“=n/3~f1Pp, N 3 E. 
For @ = @,n E Z$,, is Pk P”s& E hfk + ,, +,n. Hence at:;‘] := a&,,, = ( P& ) P”@,,, >, can be deter- 
mined exactly with Gaussian quadrature formulas, and P!“.‘] in the representation (1.2) with 
Z = 0 can be calculated - apart from round-off-errors - exactly (cf. Theorem 2.1). But if @ is 
not a poiynomial, the czrculation of a&,” with a computer is not exactly possible in general. This 
is the reason why we want to modify our strategy. 
To do this, we examine the mth partial sum 
of @. We assume that cD~ does not change the sign in Z and will be nonnegative. Hence we carr 
determine the Fourier-coefficients a$‘], u = 0,. . . , n, by solving the system (2.2) of linear 
equations. 
Substituting m by m +p, p E No, we get the Fourier-coefficients of P~m+p.o] as the solution 
of the system of linear equations 
where we can choose the same A as in (2.2). With 
m +p 
[m+p.O] = 
ak,v api’]+ . c r,<P&, P,q,>“, k, v=O ,... ,n, 
p=m+l 
and p&pv E n&+v, k f v G 2n, we have (P&, P,p,>, = 0 for I_L >, m + 1 > 2n. Thus we get 
A”’ 
m .n 
for m 3 2n. This proves the following theorem. 
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we hare 
@ has in I an uniformly corwergent Fourier-expansion in terms of the P,, u E N,, 
the m 2 2nth parriai sum @,,, of this Fourier-series for determining P!@]. 
the sign in 1. then the orthogonal polynomials P/m*U1, respectilyely P~‘O~, 
0, respectiuely @ dw, are proportional. Regarding a suitable normalization, 
CNQM~ 5.2. Wth the assumptions of Kkorem 5.1 we hate by a suitable normalization 
8’. From Theorem 5.1, using nr 2 2n, we Lia\re Pl”*‘] = Ppol, k = 0,. . . , n. With the proof of 
Theorem 4.1 the assertion is proved. a 
pie 2. Starting with the Chebyshev-polynomials TV, Y = 0, 1,. . . ,of the first kind. i.e., 
- 1, 21, dw( x1 = dx/ I/=, we obtain the Legendre-polynomials Pp*‘l, k = 0, . . . , n, - 
apart from round-off-errors - exactly with the algorithm given in Section 4 if we choose @,, 
as the 2nth partial sum of the Fourier-Chebyshev-series of @, Q(x) = ds, i.e., 
converges In ,I uniformly. 
We remark that we can determine the associated functions Qirn*‘], 
Qp”“( 2) = j 
* P/m-ll( X) fDmix) 
--do(x), 
f--X h(x) 
ZEC, n>/o, 
I 
where the star indicate? the Cauchy principal value for .Z E I [14], and the recurrence relations 
(2.2) of Pim-rl (respectively P, (@I if @ satisfies the condi;ions of Theorem 5.2) with the algorithm 
described in this article, too [12]. Therefore Gaussian quadrature formulas for rational 
modified weight functions are available if we calculate the zeros x$;‘] of PIm*r], e.g., as 
eigenvalues of a symmetric tridiagonal (Jacobi-)matrix (cf. [4,6]) and the Christ&e1 numbers 
from 
6. Some numerical results 
The algorithm given in Sections 4 and 5 was implemented and tested in VM-PASCAL on an 
-4341 computer of the computing center of the Fernuniversitst Hagen to get results about 
the efficiency and exactness. For simplicity we choose I = [ - 1, 11, P,(x) := PA”vo]( x) := T,(x), 
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n E No, i.e., dw( x) = dx/ V’ I - x2 in the following examples. Furthermore we normalize PL”‘*‘] 
by the value P, [“‘*‘I( 1) = 1 unless stated otherwise. 
Example 3. To determine the polynomials PA”) which are orthogonal with respect to @ do, @ 
nonrational, satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 5.1, it is sufficient to use the 2nth partial 
sum of the Fourier-expansion of @ to get PA@) exactly. Another obvious possibility uses instead 
of @ their (m, I)-Pad&approximant if it is a feasible weight function, to obtain p!m*‘l as an 
approximation of PA@). 
We consider as an example 
m 
@(X) := eXp(X) = J,(i) + 2 c ikJk( -i)Tk(X), X G I, 
k=l 
where Jk is the Bessel-function of the order k (cf. [l 1, p.l35]), and their (m, Cl-Pad&approxi- 
mant (cf. [9, p.2381) for different values of m and I, where the numerators and denominators 
are expanded in terms of the monomials. The degree of approximation of PA”) by Pi’n*‘] is 
measured by 
where cyz”,‘, respectiveiy 0!L!$j means the vth Fourier-coefficient of PA@), respectively PAlr*‘] 
with respect to T,,, v = 0,. . 1, n. During the implementation we have approximated @ by the 
polynomial 
This is obtained from the 40th partial sum or” the Chebyshev-series of 3 if addiiionaiiy the 
expansion of Jk is truncated after the n,th element which becomes firstly smaller than 10-4”. 
Table 6.1 shows the errors of E,, [‘~*‘I(@) for different values of I, m and n. Although 
E!**‘%!j) berDmes smaller for increasing m and fixed n, the error decreases for large values of 1 b 
n’only very slowly. Furthermore, we can see that the degree of approximation of Pn(@) by Pim,rl 
for different values of (m, I) may differ very much. Even if we use “equivalent” Pade-ap- 
proximants, i.e., m + I = const. for different values of ~12 and I, the results can differ clearly 
from each other. In this example an increase of m is more propitious to the approximation for 
large n than an increase of 1. We remark that the p?‘] are not orthogonal polynomials in the 
classical sense, since pp’] = /! ,dw(x)/(l -x) = 0. Because x = 1 may be a zero of these 
polynomials, we have normalized them to Pf!$‘]( - 1) := 1. In order to compare the results, we 
have normalized Pilqo]( - 1) := 1, too. 
Example 4. In the sequel we give some examples which illustrate the stability and efficiency of 
the algorithm given in Section 5. For that purpose we multiply dw by a polynomial Gm and 
divide it by itself afterwards. Hence we obtain the original polynomials Tk, k = 9,. . . , n, by 
exact calculation, i.e., we have Q!‘$‘~] =a,,,&) V= 0, . . . , k, k = 0, . . . , n. Therefore the quality of 
the approximately calculated Fourier-coefficients G$@ can be measured by 
d
-II=
 
+
 
+
I 
I I=
 
! ! 
A
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20 
30 
40 
Table 6.2 
n m I%&%) 
10 11 1.26565.10-‘4 
2i 9.38138. lo- ” 
31 8.75688-10 - I5 
41 1.45439*10-‘4 
11 3.27506. lo-’ 
21 2.74503 - 10 - I4 
31 2.22461.10-‘4 
41 7.37327 - 10 - I4 
11 3.98983. 1O-4 
21 1.02609.10-+ 
31 6.20615 - 10 - I4 
41 8.44047. lo- I4 
11 8.20789. lo- ’ 
21 3.25646. lo-’ 
31 3.14451. 10-H 
41 1.19585. lo- ” 
Table 6.3 
n m &,,W”,) 
10 10 7.71605. 1O-‘5 
20 5.45397. lo- I5 
30 5.34295. lo- I5 
40 5.30131. lo- ‘5 
20 10 3.23207. lo-” 
20 2.38184. lo- I4 
30 2.28151. lo- I4 
40 1.99563 - lo- I4 
30 10 3.52909. 1o-4 
20 5.51372. lo-” 
30 2.36179. lo- I4 
40 4.30905 l 10 - I4 
40 10 1.79999 - 10” 
20 1.22859 - 10 - ’ 
30 2.75389.10-’ 
40 9.25787. lo- I4 
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